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Electron standing-wave formation in atomic wires
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~Received 11 March 1999!

Using the Landauer formulation of transport theory and tight-binding models of the electronic structure, we
study electron transport through atomic wires that form one-dimensional constrictions between pairs of metal-
lic nanocontacts. Our results are interpreted in terms of electron standing waves formed in the atomic wires due
to interference of electron waves reflected at the ends of the atomic constrictions. We explore the influence of
the chemistry of the atomic wire-metal contact interfaces on these standing waves and the associated transport
resonances by considering two types of atomic wires: gold wires attached to gold contacts and carbon wires
attached to gold contacts. We find that the conductance of the gold wires is roughly 1G052e2/h for the wire
lengths studied, in agreement with experiments. By contrast, for the carbon wires the conductance is found to
oscillate strongly as the number of atoms in the wire varies, the odd numbered chains being more conductive
than the even numbered ones, in agreement with previous theoretical work that was based on a different model
of the carbon wire and metal contacts.@S0163-1829~99!01832-9#
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I. INTRODUCTION

The ability to manipulate matter on the atomic scale h
improved greatly over the past decade. The scanning tu
microscope~STM! has facilitated much of this progress wi
its ability to positionally control atoms on surfaces.1–5 Ex-
periments are now able to move beyond the manipula
stage and measure the electronic properties of these at
scale systems. One system of particular interest is an ato
chain. When an atomic chain is used to bridge two conta
an atomic wire is formed. Recent STM experiments ha
managed to measure the tunneling current through ato
wires, which have been made by positioning several atom
form a chain between the STM tip and the substrate.6,7 More
recently, mechanically controlled break junctions have b
used to form a gold chain between two gold contacts. T
conductance of these gold atomic wires was measured
different chain lengths.8 It may also be possible to form ca
bon atomic wires by stretching a single walled nanotub9

Current work is focusing on connecting carbon wires b
tween two metalized atomic force microscope~AFM! tips.10

Early theoretical work on atomic wires studied the electr
transmission through molecular chains with a single orb
per site with nearest-neighbor hopping.11 Recent theoretica
studies of these atomic wire systems based on a den
functional approach have also revealed interesting phen
ena, one of them being the oscillation of conductance ve
the length of a carbon wire.12

The atomic wire is interesting from a transport point
view because it confines electrons to propagate only in
dimension. It is also on a length scale that is of the orde
the wavelength of the electrons that are incident from
contacts. This means that the quantum-mechanical wave
ture of the electrons will be important. When waves are c
fined to propagate in a one-dimensional~1D! constriction,
standing waves are formed. These arise because of bac
flections at the boundaries between the contacts and the
striction. Electrons propagating in semiconduc
waveguides have been predicted to form standing wa
PRB 600163-1829/99/60~8!/6028~6!/$15.00
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along the conduction channel.13,15 Experimentally observing
standing-wave formation in these systems has been diffi
because these structures are formed electrostatically, w
results in 1D channels that are smoothly tapered at their e
minimizing reflections there.14,15 We show that electron
standing waves should form in atomic wires and investig
the role of the chemistry of the wire-contact interface~which
has no analog in the semiconductor devices! on their behav-
ior. Although these standing waves have not been stud
experimentally at the present time, atomic wire systems m
prove to be better candidates for their observation since
interfaces between a 1D wire and the contacts canno
smooth on the atomic scale so that reflections at these in
faces should be significant.

We study electron transport through an atomic wire
calculating the wave function for an electron propagat
along the wire. This is done using a tight-binding formalis
that treats both the chain and metallic leads atomisticall16

The present work is complementary to other theoretical tre
ments that have been based on tight-binding models of
atomic wire11,17,18or have considered jellium contacts wit
the wire modeled using pseudopotentials.12 We apply our
technique to two different atomic wire systems. The fi
system is a homogeneous atomic wire that is made usin
gold chain that bridges two gold contacts. We find that o
results are consistent with the interpretation that stand
waves are formed along the gold wire. The standing-wa
patterns that are formed are confined within the 1D chan
that has the length of the gold chain. The number
standing-wave resonances that occurs increases with
length of the chain. However, the conductance of gold cha
consisting of different numbers of atoms is found to va
only slightly as the number of atoms changes and rema
near unity as has been reported experimentally.8

The second system we consider is a heterogeneous at
wire. It is a carbon atom chain attached to two gold conta
Again, our results are consistent with a description involvi
the formation of standing waves along the carbon cha
However, in this case the standing wave patterns form
6028 ©1999 The American Physical Society
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PRB 60 6029ELECTRON STANDING-WAVE FORMATION IN ATOMIC WIRES
extend significantly beyond the ends of the chain into
gold contacts. Thus, in this heterogeneous system the c
is effectively lengthened due to the chemistry between
chain and the contacts. This gives rise to a greater numbe
standing wave resonances. The conductance is also fou
oscillate with the length of the chain, which is in agreeme
with what was found in other work.12 The standing-wave
model that we describe provides an intuitive physical exp
nation of this predicted oscillation.

In Sec. I we present the theoretical approach used to
culate the conductance together with a description
standing-wave formation in an atomic wire. We then pres
our calculations for gold atomic wires, a homogeneous s
tem, in Sec. II. In Sec. III we present calculations for carb
atomic wires.

II. ELECTRON TRANSPORT IN ATOMIC WIRES:
NORMAL MODES

An atomic wire is composed of a chain of atoms th
forms a 1D constriction between two metallic contacts t
act as the source and the drain. Electrons incident as B
waves from the source contact scatter through the 1D c
striction and enter the drain. Landauer theory relates the c
ductanceG of the atomic wire to the multichannel transmi
sion probabilityT for an electron at the Fermi level of th
source to scatter from source to drain viaG5(2e2/h)T.19

We calculate the multichannel transmission probabilityT
by solving for thet matrix of the atomic wire system. For
given energyE, an electron can propagate in one of ma
electronic modes in both the source and the drain. Tht
matrix connects the modes~or channels! in the source to the
channels in the drain for a given energy. We use a tig
binding treatment of Schro¨dinger’s equation to set up a sy
tem of linear equations to solve fort. The source and drain
are treated as 1D leads with multiatom unit cells. The wire
attached to atomic tips that are then attached to the lead
schematic diagram of an atomic wire system is shown in F
1.

The first step in the transport calculation is to impo
boundary conditions on the wave functionuCa&, which de-
scribes an electron incident in theath channel with energyE.
In the source@or left lead (L)#, uCa& consists of the inciden
rightward propagating~1! ath Bloch modeuF1

a &L along
with a sum over reflected leftward propagating (2) and eva-

nescent modesuF2
a8&L . On the atomic wire (A), the wave

function is a sum over the atomic orbitalsu j & that exist on the
wire. In the drain@or right lead (R)#, the wave function is a
sum over the transmitted rightward propagating and eva

FIG. 1. Schematic diagram of four-atom gold chain and~100!
gold tips and contacts.
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cent modesuF1
a8&R . Thus, the wave function is given by

uCa&5uCa&L1uCa&A1uCa&R , ~1!

where

uCa&L5uF1
a &L1(

a8
r a8,auF2

a8&L , ~2!

uCa&A5(
j

dj
au j &, ~3!

uCa&R5(
a8

ta8,auF1
a8&R . ~4!

Using Schro¨dinger’s equationHuCa&5EuCa&, whereH is
the extended Hu¨ckel tight-binding Hamiltonian20 of the sys-
tem, yields a system of equations that we solve to find
r ’s, d’s, andt ’s. With thet matrix thus determined, the trans
mission probabilityT is then found using

T~E!5(
b

(
a

Uvb

va
Uutb,au2, ~5!

where the sum overa is over the rightward propagatin
modes in the left lead, and the sum overb is over rightward
propagating modes in the right lead. The velocity ratio a
pears since the velocities of modes in the left and right le
may be different. The conductance is then found by using
Landauer formula given above for the transmission proba
ity evaluated at the Fermi energyEf of the source. This
method and the procedure used for handling the nonortho
nality between the different tight-binding orbitals is d
scribed in more detail elsewhere.16,21

The above tight-binding model is completely general a
is applicable to many types of systems, not just atomic wir
We now proceed to examine the physical behavior that
above model should exhibit when applied to a 1D const
tion such as an atomic wire. The physical interpretation t
we will use to describe the results of our transport calcu
tions that follow is in terms of electronic standing wav
formed within the constriction.

When waves~light, sound, or electron! are confined to
propagate within a finite one-dimensional channel, stand
waves are formed. They are formed due to the interferenc
waves back reflected from the ends of the pipe where the
a large impedance mismatch. These standing waves~also
known as normal modes! have an associated wave vect
given by k5np/L, wheren51,2,3, . . . labels the normal
mode andL is the effective length of the channel. Within th
tight-binding framework, for a 1D channel composed of
finite chain of discrete atoms equally spaced by a distanca,
the number of normal modes becomes finite. The redu
wave vector of the wave isy5ka5npa/L and has the range
0,y,p. Thus,na must be less than or equal toL, which
restricts the values thatn can take. Thus, a finite chain sup
ports only a finite number of standing waves.

In regard to electron transport, when an electron is in
dent from the source with an energy that corresponds to
energy of one of the normal modes, it will form a standi
wave along the chain. This will correspond to maximal tran
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6030 PRB 60ELDON G. EMBERLY AND GEORGE KIRCZENOW
mission through the atomic wire. Because the chain supp
a finite number of normal modes, the transmission proba
ity will have a discrete number of resonances, each one
responding to one of the normal modes.

The effective lengthL of the atomic wire determines th
number of resonances in the transmission probability. In
itively, this length should approximate the contact-to-cont
distance. However, an effective length that may be shorte
longer than the contact-to-contact spacing will occur in pr
tice. This depends on the chemical and geometrical natur
the interface between the atomic chain and the metallic c
tacts. The chemistry may serve to effectively sharpen
broaden the constriction that will affect the effective leng
For a homogeneous atomic wire system where the cont
and the chain are made of the same atoms, the lengthL of the
wire should be approximately equal to the contact-to-con
distance. In this situation the confining potential is that c
ated by the geometry of the constriction, and hence the b
scattering should occur at the interface between the con
and the chain where the impedance mismatch is high.
heterogeneous systems, the lengthL may be different from
the contact-to-contact length. This is because the chem
between the chain and the contact is significantly differ
from that within the bulk of the contact. Thus, the confini
potential due to the geometry is now altered. An interfa
region is created that modifies the confining potential, a
this changes the effective lengthL of the chain. So, in het-
erogeneous wires one may expect there to be more or fe
resonances than in the homogeneous case.

III. HOMOGENEOUS WIRE: GOLD WIRE WITH GOLD
CONTACTS

The first system we consider is a homogeneous ato
wire of gold. An atomistic diagram of one of the wires
shown in Fig. 1. The atomic chain is made up of gold ato
with a spacing of 2.4 Å . The chain is bonded over two go
tips, each consisting of 13 gold atoms and both oriented
the ~100! direction. The perpendicular bonding distance b
tween the chain and a tip is taken to be 2.0 Å . Each tip
then bonded to a layer of 16 gold atoms, which forms
unit cell for the contact. The gold atoms along the chain a
the four gold atoms in each tip to which the chain is attach
are modeled using the 6s6 p5 d orbitals of gold. The re-
maining gold atoms in the tips and those in the leads
modeled using a 6s orbital. We consider chains ranging i
length from three to seven gold atoms.

The transmission probabilities for the five different cha
lengths are shown in Fig. 2. As expected, there is a differ
number of resonances for each chain length. For the ene
shown, only a 6s mode is supported by the chain, and hen
the maximum value that the transmission probability c
take is one~ignoring spin!. If there were more modes tha
could propagate along the chain, the multichannel Landa
transmission probability could be greater than one. Since
gold atomic wires are a homogeneous system, the len
corresponds approximately to the contact-to-contact spac
which is roughly (N11)a, whereN is the number of atoms
forming the chain anda52.4 Å . So an N-atom chain
should displayN resonances and this is seen.~One might
argue that there should beN11 resonances, but the wav
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function that corresponds to thisn value has a node on eac
atomic site and hence is unphysical.! The Nth or last reso-
nance of each chain~which is not shown! has an energy tha
lies between26.5 eV and 25.5 eV, and this overlaps
some 6p modes that also contribute to the transmission a
obscure this resonance.

At each resonance the electron wave function is a sta
ing wave along the 6s orbital backbone of the chain. Th
squared modulus should behave as sin2@nP(x2xL)/L#, where
x is the position coordinate along the wire (x50 marks the
first chain atom!, xL is the leftmost position where the wav
function is zero~this may extend beyond the chain into th
tips!, andn labels the mode. The wave function~calculated
using our tight-binding model! for the five-atom chain is
plotted for then51 andn54 resonance together with th
corresponding ideal sinusoidal standing-wave form in F
3~a!. The graphs clearly indicate the formation of standi

FIG. 2. Transmission probability diagrams forN gold atom
chains, whereN53, . . . ,7.

FIG. 3. ~a! Average squared wave functions~diamonds! for the
n51,4 transmission probability resonances of the five atom g
chain. The corresponding normal modes, sin2@np(x2xL)/L#, with n
51,4 are also plotted. The variableX measures the length along th
chain and is in Å .~b! Average squared wave functions for then
53,4 transmission probability resonances of the five-atom car
chain. The corresponding normal modes are shown forn53,4.
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PRB 60 6031ELECTRON STANDING-WAVE FORMATION IN ATOMIC WIRES
waves along the chain. The lengthL, which best fits the data
is around 13 Å, which is just slightly shorter than th
13.6 Å contact-to-contact spacing for this chain. In F
4~a! the behavior of the wave function in the gold tips for t
n53 mode is depicted for the five- atom chain. The atoms
the tips fall outside the length of the ‘‘pipe’’ and thus are n
part of the standing-wave formation within the pipe. T
wave function is consistently larger within the left tip than
the right as to be expected for a wave incident on the w
from the left contact.~Note that the squared wave functio
that is depicted is a qualitative result and should not be c
pared to the transmission results. What is shown is the re
of adding together the squared amplitude of the wave fu
tion for each incident channel. Thus it is the ‘‘average
wave function along the atomic chain.!

The conductance of these chains is given by the Landa
formula G5G0T. The transmission probability that ente
the Landauer expression is evaluated at the source F
energy. For our gold leads the Fermi energy is approxima
210 eV. Figure 5~a! shows the conductance as a function
the number of atoms in the wire at this Fermi energy.
qualitative agreement with experiment,8 the conductance is
nearly unity and varies between 0.81Go and 0.99Go . The
fluctuations are relatively small because the peak-to-va
ratio of the transmission probability near the Fermi energ
near unity for the different gold chains.

IV. HETEROGENEOUS WIRE: CARBON WIRE RESULTS

The second structure that we consider is a heterogen
system consisting of a carbon atomic wire and gold conta
The atomic system is similar to that depicted in Fig. 1. T
carbon chain spacing is taken to be 1.32 Å. Again, it
bonded over 13-atom gold tips oriented in the~100! direc-
tion. The perpendicular bond distance between the chain
a tip was chosen to be 1 Å. The four gold atoms that bon
the carbon wire on each tip were simulated using th
6 s6 p5 d orbitals while the other gold atoms were simulat
using just their 6s orbital. ~We remark that the results ob
tained modeling all of the gold atoms in this system w

FIG. 4. ~a! The behavior of the averaged squared wave funct
in the gold tips and the gold wire for then53 mode of the five gold
atom chain.~b! The behavior of the averaged squared wave fu
tion in the gold tips and the carbon wire for then54 mode of the
five carbon atom chain.
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only 6s orbitals were qualitatively similar.! The carbon at-
oms were simulated using their 2s and 2p orbitals. Chains
consisting of four to ten carbon atoms were simulated.

The transmission probabilities for chains numbering fo
through eight are shown in Fig. 6. The magnitude is grea
than that found in the gold chains with a maximum value
near 2.0. This is because for these energies the electron

n

-

FIG. 5. ~a! Conductance ofN gold atom chains, whereN
53, . . . ,7. (1Go52e2/h). The Fermi energy of the contacts wa
chosen to be210.0 eV.~b! Conductance ofN carbon atom chains
bonded to gold leads, whereN54, . . . ,10. TheFermi energy of the
contacts was chosen to be210.0 eV.

FIG. 6. Transmission probability diagrams forN carbon atom
chains bonded to gold contacts, whereN54, . . . ,8.
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propagating along thep backbone of the carbon wire. If th
wire is oriented along thez direction, there are two indepen
dent modes (px andpy) along which the electrons can prop
gate. Thus, the transmission can be a maximum of 2.0~ig-
noring spin!. In those regions where it exceeds 2.0, an ex
s mode is present. The number of resonances for a g
numbered carbon chain is also greater than that of the co
sponding gold chain. For heterogeneous systems the che
try at the interface between the atomic wire and the meta
contacts effectively alters the length of the 1D conduct
channel. For example, the four-atom carbon chain disp
six resonances, which shows that the interaction is such
it is effectively lengthened and behaves like a six-at
chain.

To determine what the effective length for one of the
carbon chains is, we examine the electron’s wave funct
The wave functions for two different resonances of the fi
atom carbon chain are plotted in Fig. 3~b!. The correspond-
ing normal modes are also plotted whereL was chosen so a
to give a best fit to all the curves. The value ofL was deter-
mined to be around 10.0 Å , which is significantly long
than the contact-to-contact distance of 7.28 Å . From this
can estimate that the interface region extends about 1.36
into the gold tip. So in this system the standing waves
forming from within the gold tips rather than at their surfac
as was the case for the gold atom wires. The behavior of
wave function in the tips is depicted in Fig. 4~b!. It is seen
that the standing wave continues onto the first layer of e
tip. However, the wave function on the second atomic la
of each tip lies outside the lengthL and resembles the be
havior of the wave function within the tips of the gold atom
wire. It is seen that the wave function on the left tip is grea
than that on the right. Again, we emphasize that we are u
the ‘‘average’’ wave function to perform this analysis.

The conductance of these carbon chains was found u
the same source Fermi energy of210 eV. Conductance os
cillations are found for this choice as the number of carb
atoms in the chain is varied, with odd numbered chains p
ns
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sessing a higher conductance than even ones@shown in Fig.
5~b!#. This is consistent with other theoretical work that h
also found conductance oscillations as a function of car
wire length although the carbon wire and contacts were m
eled in a different way in that work.12 The oscillation has
quite a strong signature with the conductance varying
tween 0.9Go and 1.8Go . For the odd numbered chains th
conductance is large because the Fermi energy corresp
to a standing-wave resonance, whereas the even numb
chains are off resonance. The standing-wave interpreta
seems to be a reasonable physical interpretation for the
cillating conductance found here and in a previous pape12

V. CONCLUSIONS

We have shown that electron transport through an ato
wire is consistent with the interpretation that electron sta
ing waves are formed in the atomic wire that bridges meta
contacts. They arise because of the interference of refle
electron waves at the interface between the atomic chain
the metallic tips. For the gold tips the effective length of t
constriction was roughly the contact-to-contact distance. T
conductance of the gold wires was also found to be n
unity for atomic wires ranging from three to seven gold
oms, consistent with experiment. The behavior in the car
wires was different. The effective length of the constricti
was significantly larger signaling that the formation of stan
ing waves is sensitive to the chemistry of the atomic wi
contact interface. The conductance was also found to os
late as a function of chain length, and this can be underst
in terms of the different standing-wave modes that are c
ated in chains of differing length. The observation of ele
tron standing waves may be facilitated by using atomic wi
~as opposed to semiconductor systems! since the constriction
cannot be smooth, which will enhance the reflections.
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